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News clarifications for the killing of/12/ members of Mujahdeen Army 
 

You can not judge between two until you hear the two elements, that what has we learned form 
our Islamic principals. 
Yesterday was announced on some of the satellite TV new stations some incorrect news, what 
has conformed what was said before: Today’s media are an apparent evil* using his hands to 
falsifying the news 
They represented the news in such convoluted ways and accusing the soldiers of the Islamic state 
of Iraq of killing 12 element form Mujahdeen, with an attempt to discredit the reputations of f the 
state which has received a great popularity among the Islamic community due to there 
transparence in their curriculums and their clear way of delivering the message, and for being the 
furthest in gaining crumbs or a small profit. In hope of rising the Um’ma, and the return to 
leadership and pioneering. And to avoid the vain let us clarify the truth to what has happen “ 
Jahina has the ultimate truth” and we say: 
A group of personal from “Al Rabiea”  from Mujahdeen army started a brawl with some brothers 
in there area in an attempt to starting a fight to the point of closing the road which prohibited the 
Mujahdeen movement especially the soldiers of the Islamic State of Iraq. Thy attacked them with 
suppressive fire, created check points. Planted IED’s on the main road, which at the end 
exploded against a vehicles belong to one of the Islamic states soldiers that was killed. They 
created a great incitation’s among the residents of the area against the Islamic state, increased 
there communication with elements of the infidels government, rushing the state judge to notify 
the mujahdeen army to adhere to the curfew and the show of force, until the issue will be judged 
through Shariea court 
 
Two days before court date they confronted the area chief, the soldiers controlled themselves 
without no aggregations, the following days the planted IED’s at the door of the mosque which 
was the meeting point for Shariea judge and the Wallie (Leader) but by the grace of God they 
were saved.. 
At the same day the same group attacked our soldiers, which have forced the soldiers of the state 
to expedite attack with 5 vehicles that has ended by killing 12 elements for there side. Ata the 
same time the soldiers of the states surrounded there area and requested the following: 

1. Discontinue any communication with the American and the infidel’s government. 
2. Hand over all there weapons for a period of time, to avoid any such situations, our main 

enemy are the American and the Safawie’s. 
3. All perpetrators subject to God’s Shariea and Shariea court open to the public. 
4.  The state will provide a full protection, and guarantee no harm to them, plus prosecute 

any one attack them. According to God and Shariea. Koran and the prophet. 
This was our statement of the incident and to the yellow media and hired pens who portrayed 
what has happen as an ambush or target from us,, but it was an attack to defend ourselves to end 
the current fight. 



In conclusions, the members of there trips have issued a statements to clear there hands from 
those elements in writing, and we have those statements, especially from there negotiator, which 
he admit his incapability’s to gathered them or force the Shariea court. 
We in the Islamic State of Iraq at all time ask that all our judgment be under God’s Shariea with 
total refusal to Shariea of idol’s no matter there names or descriptions.  
 
 
The prayer of God to be upon of prophet Muhammad and his family and friends. Victory to 
Mujahdeen with God’s well. 
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